Modelling wrinkling interactions produced by patterned defects in metal thin films
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\section*{A B S T R A C T}

Wrinkling patterns in freestanding metal thin films under tensile loading are investigated through finite-element simulations with experimental validation. Numerical simulations of the tensile testing of a thin film specimen with different arrays of holes were conducted. Good agreement between experiments and simulations was found for not only the spatial wrinkling pattern distributions, but also the pattern evolution over the different loading stages. The numerical results show that plasticity plays an important role in the evolution of wrinkling patterns and their associated interactions in Al thin films. It was found that the spacing between defects and defect size control the level of interaction between wrinkle branches generated by the defects. Strong interactions resulted in the merging of different wrinkle branches into one single wrinkle with a large displacement amplitude and a well-defined profile in the out-of-plane direction. The simulations proved to be robust in their descriptions of the experimentally observed wrinkling phenomenon and could be used to predict wrinkling in other hole-patterned thin film configurations. The interaction and merging of wrinkle branches from multiple holes indicate that the resulting wrinkle patterns can be manipulated by using different defect configurations to achieve a desired wrinkled “microstructure”.
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1. Introduction

Wrinkling patterns are commonly encountered in thin film structures and membranes subjected to local compressive stresses, either in loaded freestanding conditions [1,2] or via mechanical mismatches with substrates [3–7]. The pattern and its evolution can be controlled through different means of stress generation, e.g., applied lateral displacements [8,9], temperature variation [10], surface tension via liquid–solid interaction [11], and controllable residual stresses [12–15]. Specific wrinkling patterns can be designed to achieve desired functions in thin film systems, via changing surface morphology and roughness [16–18], wetting and adhesive properties [11,18], tuneable mechanical properties [19], and generating micro-fluidic channels [20]. These wrinkling patterns manifest in structural [14,21], biological [6,22], electronic (e.g., 2D materials) [23], and metrology applications [3,9], but most modelling efforts treat materials as defect-free. Defects in such 2D and layered materials are common and may control the nucleation and propagation of wrinkling patterns [24–28]. However, despite intense research efforts on the mechanical response of thin films ranging from necking instabilities to wrinkling mechanisms [29–33], all of which are crucial for thin film heterostructures and flexible electronics applications, the influence of defects within thin membranes in controlling the wrinkling patterns has not received much attention, particularly in metallic thin films.

To address this gap in current knowledge, we perform numerical simulations to model freestanding metal thin films with different types of pre-patterned defects subjected to remote uniaxial stretches with an emphasis on the development and evolution of the resulting wrinkling patterns and their interactions. We modelled intentionally-defected metallic thin films with arrays of holes to investigate how the spatial and configurational variation of the defects affects the overall wrinkling patterns and interactions of individual wrinkle branches. These numerical simulations are validated by comparing with experiments on patterned submicron Al thin films, showing that the simulations faithfully reproduced the wrinkling patterns. Our simulations use the finite element method (FEM) and have been performed with consideration of the full elastic–plastic behaviour of the material and initial residual stresses, to not only predict the evolution of complex wrinkling patterns and their interactions but also to access the stress and strain fields.

2. Methodology

Here, we consider Al thin films as typical examples of metallic films, which are commonly used in many technological applications such as in stretchable electronics [34]. Wrinkling patterns in thin metallic films have not been studied as widely as polymer membranes, with the important difference between these two classes of thin films being the occurrence of plasticity. In this letter, we will perform a full elastic–plastic numerical analysis for various geometries of patterned defects to investigate the wrinkling patterns and their interactions, with detailed experimental validation. Due to the difficulty of experiments on these films, the tensile tests were performed only on three different arrays of holes. We will focus on the additional information provided by numerical simulations and analyse the results systematically, such as the inhomogeneous stress and strain fields and the role of defect spacing, which are of critical importance for the understanding of interactions between wrinkles.

2.1. Finite-element modelling

To investigate the effect of defects on wrinkling in tensile testing of Al thin films, we constructed FEM models using the software Abaqus [35] with an implicit solver. The geometry and dimensions of the thin film model are shown in Fig. 1. The models were meshed using conventional quadrilateral shell elements (S4R) with a large-strain formulation, allowing transverse shear deformation. Although the minimum size of the shell elements is approximately 15 times larger than the film thickness, it is smaller than the typical expected wavelength of the wrinkling pattern as observed in experiments. The mesh was refined in regions near the holes, where larger changes in stresses are expected (Fig. 1(a)). A mesh sensitivity analysis showed that this level of mesh refinement was deemed sufficient for our numerical model.

To represent the pre-stressed state of these thin films before the tensile test owing to residual stresses that develop during film deposition, we applied an eigenstrain via a virtual increase of film temperature resulting in an estimated equi-biaxial compression stress on the film. This approach has been successfully used in thin film buckling analyses [15,36]. The magnitude of this equi-biaxial stress was estimated in the range between 10 and 50 MPa, which is similar in magnitude to reported values for stresses from the thermal expansion mismatch between Al and Si [37]. During the strain-release process of this biaxial compressive stress, wrinkling can initiate in the simulations. Subsequently, the edges of the film were uniaxially stretched to approximately 30 μm.

For all simulations, we employed an elastic–plastic material model, which was based on experimental stress–strain curves from tensile testing of an Al specimen without patterned holes in the gauge section [38]. It has been reported that the temporal evolution of grain size and distribution play important roles in governing the plasticity in this type of material [38]; however, we limited the scope of this work to a time-independent stress–strain curve for the material model, which was found to be sufficiently accurate for our numerical simulations. For Al films, the material model used a von Mises yield criterion with isotropic hardening. The following material properties were employed: Young’s modulus $E = 70$ GPa, Poisson’s ratio $\nu = 0.34$, and yield strength $\sigma_Y = 80$ MPa [38].

We performed instability calculations in our FEM model to understand the complex deformation state that arises in the thin film geometry. Thin stressed membranes are known to develop instabilities that cause the material to wrinkle out-of-plane. Buckling analyses were performed based on the Riks method [39,40] due to the nonlinearity in geometry and plastic behaviour during the tensile loading. The Riks method uses the load magnitude as an additional independent parameter and it solves simultaneously...
Fig. 1. Submicron freestanding patterned Al thin films. (a) A typical finite element mesh for 4-hole patterned thin film, with a subfigure showing the refined mesh near one patterned hole. (b) Schematic of microfabricated testing frame. Optical micrographs showing the testing geometries of (c) horizontal 2-hole (H2H), (d) angled 2-hole (A2H), and (e) 4-hole (4H) pattern to introduce spatial variations of stress and strain.

for loads and displacements. Therefore, another quantity called arc length must be used to measure the progress of the solution [35]. The arc length is used along the static equilibrium path in the load–displacement space. This approach provides solutions in problems with unstable behaviour such as post-buckling analysis with snap-through response. In our simulations, an appropriate maximum arc length was chosen by trial and error to achieve convergence of the problem (typically using 0.1%–0.2% of the total loading time).

2.2. Experimental validation

In addition to our FEM simulations, we performed experiments with different pre-patterned geometries to compare with our numerical results. Three types of patterned freestanding thin film specimens were fabricated for micro-tensile testing, using standard Si-based microfabrication techniques as described in detail in [41]. Photolithography was utilized in conjunction with a number of etching techniques (KOH wet etching, deep reactive ion etching, and pulsed XeF2) to define features on a (100) silicon wafer. Backside wafer processing was used to produce silicon frames (1 cm × 1 cm), which provided a base for film deposition and served as sample grips for the handling and deformation of the films. The geometry and dimensions of the experimental testing frame are shown in Fig. 1(b). Frontside micromachining was used to define the tensile geometries with defined micro-holes shown in Fig. 1(c)–(e), referring to horizontal 2-hole (H2H), angled 2-hole (A2H), and 4-hole (4H) geometries, respectively. The patterned holes are all 100 µm in diameter. The gauge widths and lengths of the specimens were 700 µm and 1.61 mm, respectively. All films were deposited to thicknesses of 150–220 nm by using pulsed electron beam evaporation of 99.999% pure Al.

The tensile testing setup consisted of one fixed grip connected to a load train and another grip which could be moved either by a piezoelectric screw-driven linear picomotor (for tensile elongation) or a 5-axis motorized stage (for sample alignment). The 5-axis stage was used in unison with a stereoscopic microscope to precisely align the grips to each other. Next, the silicon sample frame was placed on top of the grips and aligned using the edge of the silicon die as a guide. A combination of UV-curing glue and Loctite 414 was used to adhere the specimen to the
grips. The Si support strips were then cut using a Dremel rotary tool with a diamond-impregnated blade attached to a 3-axis stage. The rotary blade was carefully brought into contact with the strip and slowly advanced through the strip to prevent large vibrations or rotation of the die from damaging the thin film. The freestanding films were then pulled in tension using the picomotor. A nominal strain rate of $5 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$ was used for all tensile tests performed for this study. During loading, the deformed films were observed through a light microscope at different stages. The wrinkling patterns were all observed with a normal incidence light source. We will later compare these experimental results with our numerical simulations.

3. Results and discussion

Here, we first present numerical results with different material properties to show the effect of plasticity on the development of wrinkling patterns followed by an explanation of how to interpret the observed wrinkling patterns in both experiments and simulations depending on lighting conditions. Next, we compare experimental and numerical results and describe wrinkling patterns at different loading stages. Then, we focus on wrinkling interactions by presenting one-hole geometry and two-hole geometries with progressively decreasing separations. Finally, we further study wrinkling interactions for different spatial arrangements of holes and defect size, to gain insight into more complex defect arrangements or patterns.

3.1. Influence of plasticity and lighting

Fig. 2(a)–(c) compare wrinkling patterns for the H2H array with different material properties. For the elastic–plastic material described in Section 2.1, well-defined wrinkling patterns (see out-of-plane deformation in the left subfigure in Fig. 2(a)) including wrinkling interactions in the film mid-section are observed (Fig. 2(a)), which is in agreement with experimentally observed wrinkling patterns (Fig. 3(a)). However, for an elastic–perfectly plastic material (Fig. 2(b)), the film is very “soft” and at very small nominal strains (≈0.15%), shear bands originated at the defects where plastic strain is larger than 0.2%, are developed, which suggests that film failure will occur. For this reason, there is no opportunity for the wrinkles patterns to develop in an elastic–perfectly plastic material. When a purely elastic material is employed, the film is very “hard” and wrinkling patterns develop only at very large strains (>1.85%, shown in Fig. 2(c)). Moreover, the wrinkling pattern amplitude is around five times smaller than that of the elastic–plastic case. These results demonstrate that plasticity plays an important role in the development of wrinkling patterns in the metal thin film studied here.

Now, we will use Fig. 2(d)–(e) to explain the connection between the observed wrinkling patterns and
lighting conditions, an important consideration when comparing our modelling predictions with the experimental results. If we focus on the area denoted by the red square in Fig. 2(a), we could intuitively say that the wrinkle pattern has 5 peaks (bright zones) and 6 valleys (dark zones) (Fig. 2(d)); however, if the lighting conditions change from normal incident light (Fig. 2(d)) to angled incident light (Fig. 2(e)), 3 peaks and 3 valleys are now seen. The blue and yellow curves in Fig. 2(d) and (e) are the actual and apparent out-of-plane displacement of the film, respectively, at the cross section of the wrinkle area. It can be seen that for the normal incident light case, the apparent wavelength of the wrinkle is double the length of the actual wavelength. For the angled incident light case, both actual and apparent wavelengths are the same; however, they are shifted 1/4 of a wavelength from each other. It is noted, however, that neither lighting conditions will give the real out-of-plane profile that can only be obtained through simulations by observing to the zy plane. This shows the advantages of taking a numerical approach to studying wrinkling since measuring the out-of-plane displacement experimentally would be very difficult in such films. Thus, for the remainder of the paper, we will use the elastic–plastic model for Al material and focus on the normal incident light condition, corresponding to the actual material and testing conditions in the experiments.

3.2. Deformation patterns of H2H, A2H and 4H arrays

Having isolated the effects of plasticity and experimental lighting conditions on the actual and perceived wrinkling patterns, respectively, we now analyse the role of defects in controlling the details of wrinkling. In Fig. 3, the simulated wrinkling patterns (left columns) are compared at three different loading stages with the corresponding experimental observations (right columns) for the three pre-patterned film geometries, namely H2H, A2H and 4H cases, respectively. For all cases, qualitative agreement between experiments and simulations can be found for not only the spatial distributions of wrinkling patterns but also the pattern evolution at different loading stages. It is noted that at large strains, the predicted extension of the wrinkles’ branches is shorter than that observed experimentally, particularly for the A2H case. This could be explained by more localized plastic zones in the simulation, which results in shorter wrinkles’ branches when compared to the experiment. In Fig. 3, we observe that parallel wrinkles in the direction of the tensile loading initiate at the holes and the wrinkle domains grow with increasing strain. Interestingly, in all cases, the holes are spanned by parallel wrinkles aligned with the loading direction, suggesting strong interactions of wrinkles that initiated at different holes. Stretched membranes are characterized by three distinct regions: taut or tense, wrinkled and slack or inactive [2]. These regions have been predicted for elastic stretched membranes with one centred hole or no holes [2,42]. The capability of our simulations to predict these regions for a film that undergoes large plastic deformation with multiple holes is demonstrated with the insets at the bottom of Fig. 3 for 0.31% strain. We used the principal stress criterion [43] to define these regions: taut ($\sigma_2 > 0$), wrinkled ($\sigma_2 < 0$ and $\sigma_1 > 0$), and slack ($\sigma_2 < 0$ and $\sigma_1 < 0$).

To show how wrinkling affects the stress field around the arrays of holes, Fig. 4 shows contour plots of the in-plane minimum principal stress $\sigma_2$ for each hole-patterned configuration at four different applied strains. The equivalent plastic strain, $\varepsilon_{eq}$, is also shown at 0.31% strain. A strain of 0.0% means that only the pre-stressed condition is applied to the film. The stress at 0.0% overall strain can give us a good idea of where the film is likely to wrinkle based on each hole-patterned configuration. We can see that the areas with pre-existing low compressive stress (green colour) initiate wrinkling patterns during subsequent tensile loading. The second strain value in
each case (second row) represents the onset of wrinkling. The third strain value in each case (third row) represents the strain at which the out-of-plane deformation profile does not significantly change with further loading. At this strain, strong interactions between wrinkle branches have occurred. However, we note that these strains occur in the unstable load–displacement response region in the simulations employing the Riks method, thus precluding quantitative comparison between these strains for each case. Nevertheless, we may still use these simulations to illustrate the wrinkling pattern evolution. At 0.31% strain, we can see that $\varepsilon_{eq}$ accumulates and localizes above and underneath the holes. Those zones with extensive plastic deformation would presumably be precursors to crack initiation sites that would subsequently propagate normal to the direction of loading and leading to eventual failure. The remainder of this paper will focus on strains below this localization event to study the evolution and interaction of wrinkling patterns.

3.3. Understanding wrinkling interactions: defect spacing

The existence of defects in close proximity to each other can lead to complex interactions in the wrinkling patterns owing to nonlinearities arising from material plasticity and geometric effects. To serve as a benchmark for comparison, we first examine the simplest configuration by isolating a single hole. We term this the 1-hole case (1H), which is presented in Fig. 5 (left-most column) together with contour plots of $\sigma_2$ shown at four different strains. We can see that two branches are generated at each side of the hole at the onset of wrinkling, which extend diagonally away from the hole, following the path with pre-existing compressive stress (green colour) observed at 0.0% strain. With further tensile loading, the wrinkling branches extend further horizontally in the loading direction and two initially separated wrinkle branches on each side of the hole merge into a single large wrinkle. This is in contrast with the wrinkling of an elastic rubber sheet with one hole [42], as well as the wrinkles on the right side of the right hole in Fig. 2(c) (elastic case) in which wrinkle branches do not merge, suggesting that plasticity facilitates a longer-range interaction for wrinkles. This idea is supported by the elastic-perfectly plastic case (Fig. 2(b)) in which the extension of the wrinkle branches is larger than that of the elastic–plastic case (Fig. 2(a)), which includes the effect of material hardening.

Fig. 5(e) shows the out-of-plane displacement $z$ at transverse planes for different holes configurations. For the 1H case, the transverse plane is located at 1.5 diameters in length from the centre of the hole. It can be seen that the wrinkle amplitude increases with increasing strain. The change in the wavelength of the wrinkles with the increase of the strain is negligible. This suggests that plasticity may play an important role in the increasing amplitude within a specific branch by facilitating the merging of
individual parallel wrinkles in the branch at the expense of increasing wavelength when compared to the elastic case (compare out-of-plane profiles in Fig. 2(a) and (c)). This is in contrast with the observed behaviour of elastic rubber sheets, in which the amplitude of the wrinkles decreases after reaching peak values and the wavelength decreases monotonically with the increase of strain [44]. It can also be seen that the wrinkle pattern has a well-defined symmetry configuration (see blue dotted horizontal centreline).

We next systematically study the role of wrinkling interactions by simulating two-hole geometries with progressively decreasing separations. For the case where two holes are separated by three times the original distance (hole separation in the H2H case), the wrinkling pattern for each individual hole at low strain appears similar to that of the 1H case. The stress field at the midsection of the specimen suggests that no interaction is happening between wrinkling branches; however, the branches extending towards the centre of the film are slightly larger than the branches extending towards the sides of the film. This is confirmed by the larger region with high stresses (green colour) in these branches when compared to the branches extending towards the sides. This indicates that weak wrinkling interactions are developing between the holes. This is further supported by examination of the out-of-plane displacement profiles shown in Fig. 5(e). For the transverse plane near the left hole, we can see that the symmetry of the pattern has been affected. If we use the horizontal centreline near the centre of the hole as a reference (blue dotted), the wrinkle seems to have an anti-symmetry configuration; however, if we use the shifted horizontal centreline (purple dotted) as a reference, the wrinkle seems to have a symmetry configuration. This indicates that a transition to a strongly interacting regime for wrinkling may be happening near this particular defect spacing. The $z$ profile at the transverse midplane shows that the film has wrinkled in that area and the anti-symmetry mode of the profile suggests that weak wrinkling interactions have also occurred; however, the magnitude of $z$ is less than ten times smaller than that at the transverse plane near the hole. For the case of two holes separated by twice the original distance, wrinkling...
interactions are clearly happening and the wrinkling profiles at both transverse plane near the hole and midplane have an anti-symmetry configuration. For the case where the holes are most closely spaced (H2H), strong interactions between wrinkles are observed and a well-defined profile with anti-symmetry configuration is observed. Notably, the magnitude of $z$ for the H2H case is similar to that of the 1H case. This suggests that a strong wrinkling interaction of four branches (two from each hole) behave as a single large wrinkle, which results in more strain release and plastic deformation in that location. This is in contrast with weaker interactions (cases with two holes spaced by twice and three times the original distance) in which strain release happens at four different branches weakly interacting. We can also see from the 2-hole cases that the presence of strongly interacting branches makes the wrinkling patterns near the hole more spatially uniform or “smoothed”.

3.4. Understanding complex wrinkling interactions: arrangements of holes and defect size

We now extend the analysis to study the influence of the spatial arrangement of holes and defect size on the ensuing wrinkling patterns. The insets at the top of Fig. 6 show wrinkling patterns at 0.31% strain. Fig. 6(a)–(c) show the predicted out-of-plane displacement $z$ at the transverse midplane for the 4H, A2H and H2H cases, respectively. For the H2H and 4H cases, the wrinkle pattern has a well-defined anti-symmetry configuration (relative to the axial midplane denoted by the dotted blue line). Furthermore, the wrinkling pattern is more uniform for the H2H case when compared to the 4H case. For the A2H, the wrinkling mode is not that obvious, with the subtleties of wrinkling profile evolving with increasing applied strain. While a symmetric mode can be observed if one considers a shifted centreline (vertical purple dotted line), an antisymmetric one emerges relative to the original centreline (blue dotted line). This suggests that a stable state exists between symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. These types of configurations have been observed for silicon rubber sheets [42] and classified as “in-between” states, which are in equilibrium. Although the wrinkles are also aligned with the loading direction in the A2H case (see Fig. 3), this asymmetry results in very irregular wrinkling patterns (Fig. 6(b)). It appears that the anti-symmetry evident in the 4H case is also determined by the strong interactions of the wrinkle branches as observed for the 2-hole cases in Fig. 5. However, the number of peaks and valleys in the 4H case is double the amount of that observed for the H2H case. This may be related to the number of wrinkle branches interacting or merging at the centre of the film. For the 4H case, there are eight branches interacting (two for each hole) while for the H2H case there are only four branches.

Fig. 6(c)–(e) show the out-of-plane displacement $z$ at transverse planes for different holes sizes for the 2-hole cases (c) with the original hole diameter $D$ (H2H), (d) with 0.75 times $D$ (H2HS), and (e) with 1.25 times $D$ (H2HL). It can be seen that the wrinkling profile of the H2HS case is very similar to that of the H2H case showing a well-defined anti-symmetry configuration. When compared to the H2H case, the H2HS case shows smaller displacement amplitude for a given strain. These observations show that the reduction of the hole diameter in the H2HS case resulted in less interactive wrinkle branches when compared to the H2H case, which in turn produced a better defined wrinkling profile with smaller displacement amplitude. The case with larger hole diameter H2HL resulted in a large single peak with a displacement amplitude ten times larger than that of the H2HS case and five times larger than that of the H2H case. This peak has a symmetry configuration, which is in contrast to the anti-symmetry configuration of the H2H and H2HS cases. This could be explained by a strong wrinkles interaction in the mid-section due to the increase of the hole diameter.

3.5. Evolutions of wavelength and amplitude of wrinkling patterns

For all geometries considered in previous sections, we now calculate the evolution of the mean wavelength and amplitude of the wrinkles in the mid-section at different
loading stages (Fig. 7). Our calculated wavelength and amplitude are compared with the scaling laws developed for stretched elastic films (blue solid lines in Fig. 7) proposed by Cerda and Mahadevan [1] as

\[ \lambda = \left( \frac{2\pi L t}{3(1 - \nu^2)} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{16\epsilon}{3\pi^2 (1 - \nu^2)} \right)^{1/4}, \]

and

\[ A = \left( \frac{\nu L t}{2} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{16\epsilon}{3\pi^2 (1 - \nu^2)} \right)^{1/4}, \]

respectively, with the sample length \( L = 1610 \) \( \mu \text{m} \) and film thickness \( t = 0.2 \) \( \mu \text{m} \). The corresponding slopes of the elasto-plastic cases in the log–log plots are the exponents of the power laws, which are clearly different from the elastic cases (as \(-1/4 \) and \(1/4\) for the wavelength and amplitude, respectively). The surprising finding is the invariance of the mean wavelength for the elasto-plastic cases, irrespective to the wrinkling interaction, which is shown in Fig. 7(a).

The wavelength evolution shows that as soon as the wrinkle profile is stable (\( \epsilon > \sim 0.05\% \), beyond the unstable load–displacement response region), the mean wavelength does not change significantly during further loading. Note that the wavelength was calculated for only those significantly wrinkled regions, i.e., the wrinkled amplitude is more than 5% of the maximum amplitude. In some cases (H2H, H2HS), the wavelength decreases with increasing strain when \( \epsilon > \sim 0.6\% \). This could be explained by zones with large localized plastic strain in these cases. For the mean amplitude evolution shown in Fig. 7(b), an almost linear trend is seen (power of 1.0, instead of 1/4 for elastic cases) for the 4H, H2H, H2HL, H2HS, A2H, H2H2X cases in which strong interacting wrinkles developed. For the H2H case spaced by three times the original distance (H2H3X) with less wrinkling interaction, the amplitude is significant smaller and the power is reduced to almost 1/4, which is comparable with the elastic case. These findings suggest that stable wrinkling patterns can be developed on elasto-plastic films, and the mean wavelength is insensitive to the loading before large plastic deformation occurs. Meanwhile, the wrinkling amplitude can be tuned sensitively through applied stretch. Both are important for designing the desired wrinkling structures.

When comparing the evolving wrinkling patterns from different pre-patterned geometries, we conclude that interacting wrinkles originating from defects play a crucial role in the resulting wrinkling pattern. The geometrical parameters investigated here, such as number, size and distribution of these defects and the spacing between them, can be manipulated to determine the resulting wrinkling patterns and branches. For example, if one is looking for applications requiring smooth profiles but small amplitudes, our results suggest that the weakly-interacting wrinkles lead to smaller wrinkling amplitudes, yet may provide a smoother wrinkling pattern when compared to the non-interacting case. For applications that require smooth wrinkling patterns with large amplitudes, two holes that are closely spaced are lead to this type of wrinkling. The results also suggest that higher wrinkling frequency (4-hole case) comes at the expense of a well-defined wrinkle shape. This indicates that judicious patterning and engineering of periodic arrays of defects may lead to more well-defined wrinkling patterns in such materials. The understanding of wrinkling evolution and interactions brought about by this study could guide the development of wrinkle “microstructures” with controlled wrinkle domains useful for a range of structural and functional applications. Such pattern features include symmetric or anti-symmetric domains with controlled wavelengths and amplitudes. The numerical simulations presented here provide an initial step towards connecting the evolving and interacting wrinkling patterns under different stress–strain conditions in Al thin films due to pre-patterned defects.

### 4. Conclusions

In this work, we simulated the wrinkling patterns formed from intentionally-defected freestanding elastic-plastic metal thin films under tensile loading. The defects were introduced via an array of ordered microholes in different configurations. We investigated the effect of hole spacing on wrinkling patterns for horizontal 2-hole geometries followed by different spatial configurations of holes and defect size. In addition to the validation of resulting wrinkling patterns with micro-tensile experiments of Al thin films, the numerical simulations predicted taut,
wrinkled and slack regions of the stretched film with detailed stress–strain profiles. Our results show that plasticity plays an important role in development of wrinkling patterns and their interactions in Al thin films, exhibiting different evolutions of wrinkle wavelength and amplitude during loading as compared to existing scaling laws for stretched elastic films. These simulations could be extended to quantify residual stresses in constrained thin films with defects by analysing the wrinkling patterns that develop.

We found that spacing of defects controls the level of interaction between wrinkle branches generated at the defects. Strong interactions resulted in well-defined out-of-plane displacement profiles. Strong interactions also resulted in the merging of different wrinkle branches into one single wrinkle with large displacement amplitude in the out-of-plane direction. The interaction and merging of wrinkle patterns from multiple defects can be predicted using our numerical simulations with high confidence, suggesting further detailed studies on controlling and optimizing the wrinkle structures for structural and functional applications by designing the defect geometries and configurations.
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